The interaction between water outgassed from the space shuttle and the ionospheric plasma leads to production of water ions by charge exchange and an active and complex plasma wave environment for the space shuttle. We show that the amplitude and spectral character of some of these waves are controlled by the angle between the magnetic field and the shuttle's velocity vector VT relative to the 
INTRODUCTION
Plasma measurements on the OSS 1, Spacelab 2, and other space shuttle missions have found the shuttle environment to be surprisingly active with high levels of several types of plasma waves [Shawhan et al., 1984; Murphy et al., 1983;  to be discussed below, can be understood in terms of the variation of the angle between the orbiter's velocity vector relative to the plasma and the magnetic field vector, the so-called Vll/V T effect. A linear theory is developed in which the waves are Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven by pickup instabilities involving ring or beamlike distributions of water ions. Similar situations arise at comets [e.g., Coroniti et al., 1986 , and references therein] and with chemical release experiments [e.g., Hudson and Roth, 1988, and references therein]. The observed Vll/V T effect is interpreted in terms of variations in both the path length available for wave growth and the growth rate of the pickup instability in response to orbital variations in Vll/V T. These results constitute a significant advance in the understanding of the plasma waves associated with the space shuttle. They also provide a criterion for design of future space shuttle missions, and the planned space station, in which minimizing the orbiter-associated plasma wave (and ion) background is important for passive and/or active space plasma investigations. To present these new results, this paper is organized as follows: the motions of charge-exchanged water ions and the background plasma particles are discussed in section 2, and the observational data are presented in section 3. Section 4 contains both an interpretation and a discussion of the observational results. A linear theory for generation of the plasma waves is developed in section 5. The implications of these works for design of future shuttle missions and the space station are discussed in section 6. The conclusions of the paper are given in section 7.
A REVIEW OF THE PICKUP PROCESS
The coordinate system used in this paper, the so-called "pickup" system [Cairns, 1990] The space shuttle acts as an obstacle to the ionospheric plasma flow, resulting in the formation of a plasma wake behind the shuttle Tribble et al., 1989] . Since the wave data presented in this paper are primarily from the region downstream of the shuttle, we need to carefully consider the possibility that the observed plasma waves are associated with the wake rather than with pickup ions. The wake is expected to be centered directly behind the shuttle along the line of the shuttle's velocity vector (with respect to the ionospheric plasma). In the pickup coordinate system defined above, the expected center of the wake is at Ye = 0 and Ze = XpVll/VL. Positions relative to the expected wake center, and times of wake transits, can therefore be calculated and used to investigate the characteristics of any purely wake-associated plasma waves. For convenience here two new coordinates X' and Z' are defined by rotating the X e-Ze axes so that the X' axis is parallel to the plasma flow velocity and aligned along the center of the wake. That is, the expected center of the wake has coordinates Z' = Ye = 0. Negative values of X' imply that the PDP spacecraft is a distance Ix'l downstream from the orbiter along the wake direction. Noting that the electron thermal speed (---200 km s -1) greatly exceeds the shuttle's orbital speed (--8 km s -1) and the ion thermal speed (---1 km s-i), one expects that the magnetic field will influence the structure of the wake and make the Z' coordinate of the PDP a more sensitive indicator of position relative to wake structures than the Ye coordinate. Wake transits are therefore defined below as transits Z' = 0 at small Ye -< 10 m. Plasma waves associated with the orbiter's plasma wake will be discussed elsewhere.
OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
The data presented here are from the Helios subsystem of the plasma wave instrument on the PDP spacecraft [Shawhan, 1982; Gurnett et al., 1988] and were obtained during the free-flight portion of the Spacelab 2 mission. The Helios instrument provides electric field measurements from 31.1 Hz to 178 kHz using 16 logarithmically spaced channels, four per frequency decade. A double-sphere antenna with a sphere separation of 3.89 m is used for detecting the electric fields during free flight. Each channel provides a data point every 1.6 s; only the peak signal during each measurement interval is used.
Plate 1 shows Helios data in a spectrogram format with wave amplitude color coded. The white curve at about 8 kHz shows the lower hybrid frequency computed using the ,•,ut• on to onygcl• ion ma• ratio times the square root of the -' .... electron gyrofrequency. There are three effects which complicate the interpretation of the data. First is the modulation at the spacecraft spin period of 13.6 s, most visible as a periodic blue spike in the spectrogram near 20 kHz, at all frequencies up to about 20 kHz. This modulation corresponds not to natural waves (the modulation period would be half the spacecraft spin period in this case), but to some presently unidentified source of spacecraft-associated interference. This effect leads to spurious signals during times of relatively low wave levels. The second interference effect is the impulsive production of intense waves by the orbiter's thrusters. These thruster signals are the yellow (typically) The feature of interest in this paper is the "mushroom" spectral feature in Plate 1: the top of the mushroom is formed by the lower hybrid frequency waves, while the base is the triangular-shaped emission which starts at low frequencies and extends up to the lower hybrid frequency near the mushroom's center. This feature is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . This mushroom-shaped feature also corresponds to a significant and smooth (punctuated by thruster firings) enhancement in the intensity of the low-frequency waves by a factor of order 10. The time record of thruster firings shows that the smoothly varying mushroom feature is not due to the effects of thruster firings. For instance, the smooth enhanced wave levels (light yellow color) for the period 0038:00- Maximum path lengths for the growing waves, the maximum time for evolution of the wave spectrum, and a symmetry axis for the mushroom feature at Vii -0 can be envisaged in this case. In contrast, when the orbiter velocity has a significant component along the magnetic field, the pickup ions and the ionospheric plasma (and wave packets) move in different planes with significantly different gyrocenter velocities. The finite sizes of the orbiter's water cloud and water ion trail then imply a significant limitation of the growth length available for the waves. For instance, in a time equal to one ion cyclotron period a convected wave packet and a pickup water ion suffer a separation of order 250 sin a meters along the magnetic field, where a is the angle between the magnetic field and the plasma flow velocity, and a periodic separation of order 40 sin a meters in the Xi,-Ye plane due to the water ion gyromotion. In contrast, the characteristic scale of the water molecule cloud is of order 10-100 m in the high-density region of the cloud which might be expected to be the source region for the water ions driving the waves (i.e., pickup ion number densities in excess of 1%) [Paterson and Frank, 1989; Cairns, 1990] , and the linear theory developed below predicts wavelengths of order 1-2 m. These strong spatial inhomogeneities in the water ion distribution function and number density imply considerable spatial variations in the dispersion relations of locally generated waves (as found, but not shown here, for the linear theory developed below) and so sensitivity to the effects of convection. There is therefore considerable scope for limitation of wave growth due to the different motions of the background plasma, plasma waves, and pickup ions. Here our intent is only to show the plausibility of this mechanism for the observed Vll/V T effect under a wide variety of unrestrictive conditions. Indeed, only slight modifications are necessary before this mechanism fits into the framework of the linear theory developed for the waves in the next section. In addition the linear theory for the waves also implies a separate, but compatible, mechanism for the Vll/V T effect due to the nature of the pickup instability itself. We emphasize that the existence of the observed Vll/VT effect is strong evidence that the waves are driven by water pickup ions.
Recent , submitted manuscript, 1990 ). We note, however, that the effects of spatial inhomogeneity appear to be a vital ingredient for a complete theory for the waves and that nonlinear processes are often important, even dominant, in determining the evolution of the amplitude and frequency spectrum of plasma waves. Therefore further work on linear instability theory and computer simulations that address in detail the effects of spatial inhomogeneity are required to construct a detailed quantitative theory for the mushroom spectral features.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE SPACE MISSIONS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT
The role of the quantity Vll/VT in controlling the amplitude and spectral characteristics of waves associated with the space shuttle may have important implications for the design of future missions involving orbital platforms subject to outgassing, such as the space shuttle or the proposed space station, which have a requirement that the background of plasma waves driven by outgassed pickup ions be minimized. This requirement for minimal levels of platformassociated plasma waves is a natural one for missions focused on either natural ionospheric plasma waves or active space plasma experiments involving plasma waves as either a diagnostic tool or the focus of the research. We note that both the plasma waves observed in the space shuttle's outgas cloud during the PDP free-flight mission (this paper) and the intense near zone plasma waves observed in the near vicinity of the space shuttle (Cairns and Gurnett, submitted manuscript, 1990; see also Our secondary recommendation, which must be qualitative due to the limited data set from the PDP free-flight mission, is that orbiter-based experiments involving plasma waves should be performed outside and upstream from the orbiter's water cloud and water ion trail so as to avoid confusion with the wide variety, large spectral width, and significant levels of orbiter-associated plasma waves. A similar recommendation follows for other orbiting platforms, such as the proposed space station, which are inhabited or suffer significant outgassing. The PDP free-flight data and theoretical extent of the shuttle orbiter's water cloud [Paterson and Frank, 1989] indicate that upstream distances of at least 400 m should be chosen, thereby arguing strongly for such research to be performed using independent, free-flying spacecraft.
CONCLUSIONS
The plasma wave receiver on the PDP spacecraft observed "mushroom" spectral features with accompanying amplitude enhancements during the free-flight portion of the Spacelab 2 mission. The top of a mushroom feature is formed by a band of lower hybrid frequency waves, while the base of the mushroom is formed by low-frequency waves whose frequency bandwidth increases to meet the lower hybrid frequency band at the apex of the mushroom. The lower hybrid band shows little change during the mushroom feature. Our interest here is primarily in the significant intensity (by a factor of order 10) and bandwidth variations (by a factor of order 10 again) of the low-frequency waves. These mushroom spectral features are centered near times when the shuttle orbiter's velocity (relative to the ionospheric plasma) is perpendicular to the ionospheric magnetic field, i.e., Vll/V r is small, and when the PDP is downstream Further work on the linear theory and simulations are required before the theory suggested here may be regarded as an adequate explanation for the plasma waves comprising the mushroom spectral features (or other orbiter-associated waves). In particular, inhomogeneity effects must be considered in detail due to their essential role in the theory, and nonlinear effects may have some influences on the observed spectrum of waves. Nevertheless, the homogeneous linear theory developed here provides considerable support for the interpretation of the mushroom spectral features advanced, and so for the resulting implications for further research on plasma waves in the vicinity of orbiting platforms.
This work has significant implications for the orbits of future shuttle missions and space platforms subject to outgassing that are intended for ionospheric research or active space experiments involving plasma waves' to avoid confusion with the orbiter-associated waves discussed in this paper, (1) the orbit should have 0.7 -< Igll/grl • 0.95, thereby favoring more nearly polar orbits and arguing strongly against equatorial orbits, and/or (2) the research should be performed using free-flying spacecraft situated well upstream of the orbiter-or platform-associated Water ion trail and associated plasma waves.
